In this work we report the discovery of 2 new stellar associations in close vicinity of the Sun at roughly 180 and 150 pc. These two associations, named as u Tau assoc and e Tau assoc, were detected based on their clustering in a multi-dimensional parameter space including α, δ, µ α , µ δ and ̟ of Gaia. The fitting of pre-main-sequence model isochrones in their color-magnitude diagrams suggests that the two associations are of about 50 Myr old and the group members lower than ∼0.8 M ⊙ are at the stage of post-T Tauri.
INTRODUCTION
Stellar associations, as fundamental blocks of our Milky Way, will help us to understand the formation and evolution of the structures of the Milky Way. Nearby young associations are particularly important, and are excellent laboratories for studying the initial mass functions (IMF) in extremely low mass range (Gagné et al. 2018) , formation and early evolution of planetary systems and brown dwarfs (BD) (Chauvin et al. 2015) , since young objects of sub-stellar and planetary mass range are comparatively bright and easy to be detected. However, due to the low stellar density and large extension in the sky, nearby young associations and their members are hard to be identified. Members of them are newly formed in same molecular cloud and haven't been significantly perturbed by the Galaxy, thus they usually share some common properties such as age, chemical composition, distance and kinematics (Song et al. 2003; Torres et al. 2008; Gagné et al. 2018) . Therefore, these stars will usually show significant concentration in multi-dimensional astrometric space and be identified as over-densities from its surrounding field stars (Fürnkranz et al. 2019) .
to 20 • of δ, 15 to 35 mas/yr of µ α , -30 to -5 mas/yr of µ δ and 100 to 200 pc of distance. As the two associations are tightly clustered in the proper motion space, to refine their memberships, the data we selected are based on the following criteria: (1) all those sources around the center of these two associations with a radius of 5 mas/yr from the proper motion space, slightly larger than the radii of them; (2) a parallax quality of σ ̟ /̟ ≤ 0.1; (3) the flux error of G RP smaller than 5%; considering that the typical distance extension for nearby young associations are usually ∼20 pc (Gagné et al. 2018 ), (4) the distance cut is set to be 100-200 pc from the Sun. In total we have 448 stars.
Membership
Membership refinement by their concentration in multiple astrometric space is the most commonly used method for associations showing clear over densities in the astrometric space. Considering members of the nearby associations are usually loosely concentrated in the spatial space, a "Friend-of-Friend" ("FOF") algorithm of "ROCKSTAR" 1 is adopted (Behroozi et al. 2013) . Based on the sample stars input, ROCKSTAR will automatically modify the linking-space between members of "friend" stars, divide them into several groups, and label those isolated individual stars out. Thus, with these 448 stars we selected above, we ruled out the surrounding field stars by eliminating isolated stars at each run time. After 3 iterations of the "ROCK-STAR", The left stars are spatially concentrated in two groups (see figure 2), which contain 35 and 119 members, respectively. We regard them as u Tau assoc and e Tau assoc (see table 1 and 2 for detail information) hereafter. A reliability test of ROCKSTAR in refining memberships of the 2 associations is proven in the appendix. The ROCKSTAR can find out ∼ 95% of the group members at a purity level of ∼ 90%, proved that the ROCKSTAR method is a effective way in refining memberships of Tau-assocs kind. Figure 2 shows the locations of the associations, the cyan asterisks indicate the stars of u Tau assoc and the purple crosses represent the members of e Tau assoc. The association u Tau as-1 ROCKSTAR is based on adaptive hierarchical refinement of friends-of-friends (FOF) groups in six phase-space dimensions, which allows for the tracking of high number density clusters, and divided all the stars into several groups excluding those stars that could not be vested in the star aggregates. It is designed to find out outlier structures that tightly connected in the 6 dimension space, as Gaia DR2 only provides radial velocity for bright stars with G band magnitude brighter than 13.0. Thus, to adopt ROCKSTAR, we set radial velocity as zero for all sample stars and keep the other 5D coordinates as α, δ, µα, µ δ and distances given by Bailer- Jones et al. (2018). soc, located at roughly 180 pc from the Sun, is tightly concentrated in both α and δ (centered at 56.0 • , 5.46 • ) and proper motion space. The e Tau assoc is located at 150 pc from the Sun, tightly concentrated in the proper motion space but largely extended in the α and δ space (centered at 57.69 • , 10.16 • ).
Spectra Data
The spectra data adapted in this work is taken from LAMOST. The Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fibre Spectroscopic Telescope(LAMOST), is a 4m Schmidt telescope of the National Astronomical Observatories, located at Xinglong Observing Station, China. With 4000 fibers on board the focus, the LAMOST can observe nearly 4000 optical spectra in a 20 square degrees a time (Cui et al. 2012) . Since 2012, the LAMOST has released its surveying data 7 times. The data that engaged in this work are taken from the recently released data DR5. LAMOST DR5 provides over 9 million spectra as well as a catalog of general stellar parameters derived from the spectra for over 5 million stars. With LAMOST data, we will discuss some properties of the associations later.
POPULATION PROPERTIES

Convergent Point
As a projection effect, the co-moving members of an association usually converge to a certain point of the celestial sphere, known as convergent point (CP; Galli et al. 2012) . The CP point, ever since its first presented by Bohlin in 1916 (Smart 1968) , has also been used as an important tool for testing membership of associations. Since then a lot of different methods have been introduced for its solution (Jones 1971; de Bruijne 1999; Galli et al. 2012) . In order to confirm that these 2 new associations are not from the same group, we derive their convergent points of the equatorial coordinates. The CPs for u Tau assoc and e Tau assoc are (98.06 • , -19.32 • )±(0.67 • , 0.36 • ) and (108.39 • ,-33.23 • )±(0.54 • , 0.28 • ), respectively. The difference of the convergent points is evident that the two associations, although close in the location and share similar properties, are indeed two separated ones. 5%; 4. stars in 100 pc from the Sun, in total we have 1934 stars. Asterisks and crosses represent for the members of the associations u Tau assoc and e Tau assoc, respectively. Interstellar extinction is corrected using the Galactic average extinction law of R V = 3.1, where
Age and Mass
is the total to selective coefficient. Since the V band interstellar extinction is about 0.7-1.0 mag/kpc in solar neighbourhood (Gottlieb and Upson 1969; Milne and Aller 1980; Wang et al. 2017 ), a mean value of 0.85 mag/kpc is taken here. Then for each individual star at distance D, its V-band extinction A V should be 0.85 × D. Finally, with the extinction coefficient for Gaia G BP and G RP bands of R V = 3.1 that provided by Wang and Chen (2019) , the G BP and G RP extinction for each individual star of both foreground main-sequence stars and the associations members are corrected. The mean V band extinctions for u Tau assoc and e Tau assoc are 0.154 mag and 0.127 mag, respectively.
The blue dashed line in each panel are the best fitted isochrone of PARSEC (Bressan et al. 2012 ) of solar metallicity. The fit is done as follow: for each isochrone of certain age, select those stars within the color and absolute magnitude range of the isochrone. Distances of an isochrone to each of these stars are derived, as the number of stars inside the color and magnitude range is different from isochrone to isochrone, thus the isochrone with smallest mean distance to stars are regarded as the best-fit. The result showed that these two associations are both young, 50 Myr for u Tau assoc and 46 Myr for e Tau assoc. Actually, as a result of core fusion and convection, surface Lithium abundance will deplete with time, and can also be used to estimate age of PMS stars (Herbig 1965; Weymann & Sears 1965) . But this method is not appropriate for LAMOST lowresolution spectra, whose resolution is ∼ 1800, hard to deduce the Lithium abundance accurately. Therefore Li-based method is not considered in this work.
In order to better confirm the result of the age estimation, we alternatively considered the semi-empirical pre-main-sequence model isochrones of Bell et al. (2014) for SDSS bands, which they derived base on the Pisa PMS isochrones of Tognelli et al. (2012) . Realizing that over half of the stars lack of SDSS observations, thus we cross-match the members of Tau-assocs to PanSTARRS (Chambers et al. 2016) , of which only 2 stars of e Tau assoc have no counterparts. But to control the security of the model fit, only those stars with good-quality measurements of PanSTARRS (quality flag of 4, 8 and 16) are conserved (32 stars of u Tau assoc and 106 stars of e Tau assoc). Then we transferred these photometric data of PanSTARRS to SDSS bands with method of Tonry et al. (2012) , of which the transition accuracy is better than 0.002 and 0.003 mag in r and i band, respectively. The model fit result is also shown in figure 3, and the age are estimated to be 58 and 54 Myr for u Tau assoc and e Tau assoc respectively, well agree with the age estimation of PARSEC.
Besides, the transition point (e.g. the Turn-On point: TOn) from PMS to main-sequence (MS) can also be used to estimate age of young stellar groups. Because the TOn point on the CMD will become flatter and drop to the main-sequence tracks as the stellar group growing old (Cignoni et al. 2010) . Therefore, TOn can also serve as an indicator of age for clusters that sufficiently young to contain PMS members. In light of this, the TOn of PARSEC model is also considered as a validation of our age estimation. The result of this approach is shown in figure 4 . TOns of the Tau-assocs are both consistent with that of the 50 Myr, with the TOn point roughly correspond to a ∼ 0.8M ⊙ star.
With the best fitted isochrones of PARSEC, stellar masses are then estimated. The mass range of the associations demonstrate that most of their members are low mass (sub-solar mass) with a few of them has masses larger than solar mass, and an upper limit of ∼ 6.0M ⊙ . Based on the masses of stars, we fit the present-day mass functions to a series of IMF (initial mass function) of Kroupa (2001) , and the total mass of the 2 associations are estimated to be ∼ 40 and ∼160 M ⊙ respectively for u Tau assoc and e Tau assoc (see figure 5 ).
Radial Velocity and Metallicity
Radial velocity is an important parameter of kinematics, especially for stars of the associations. Since Gaia DR2 only provided the radial velocities for bright stars, 7 star in u Tau assoc and 29 in e Tau assoc have Gaia released radial velocities. We also searched members of the associations in the LAMOST DR5, and 23 stars of them are found in the LAMOST DR5 catalogue, but only 1 of them is new. In a word, we have 8 members of u Tau assoc and 29 members of e Tau assoc with radial velocity information. The histograms of the radial velocity for the associations are plotted in figure 6 . A rough examination showed that the mean value of the radial velocity of u Tau assoc is 16 km/s with dispersion of 2 km/s, while for e Tau assoc the average value is 15 km/s and a dispersion of 5 km/s. Besides radial velocity, LAMOST DR5 also provided metallicities for 7 stars in u Tau assoc and 16 in e Tau assoc. The mean metallicity for u Tau assoc and e Tau assoc are 0.03 and 0.03 dex, respectively. Associations, especially those nearby associations are the ideal laboratory for studying stellar kinematics and evolution of stars in groups, therefore, efforts have been taken for searching more new associations, especially after the data release of Gaia. Quite soon after the first data release of Gaia, Oh et al. (2017) have applied a marginalized likelihood ratio test to the Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS), searching for co-moving pairs from field stars. From 10,606 unique stars, by a connection radius of 10 pc, they find 13,085 co-moving star pairs. Later, Faherty et al. (2018) pushed the work forward and reexamined the result of Oh et al. (2017) with the bayesian method BANYAN Σ, apart from those associations of already known, they also reported over 20 potential new stellar groups. Among their potential stars in groups, 10 members of the association e Tau assoc of this work are included, but were separated in 3 different groups. A likely reason for this is that for the very time of their work, TGAS is short in stars, as e Tau assoc is largely extended in the space, it's natural that the members were not linked together and divided into several parts. On the other hand, their work also confirmed the fact that these stars are clustered in groups.
A 2 arcsec radius cross-match with SIMBAD show that these 2 associations in total contains 43 counterparts, including 3 B3, 4 B9, 1 A1, 3 A5, 8 F type, 7 G type, 3 K type, 1 M type stars (13 with no spectra type information). This is consistent with the mass estimation results in section 3.2 that the associations of this work contains a few stars of several solar masses. Tetzlaff et al. (2011) published a catalogue of young Hipparcos stars within 3 kpc from the Sun. 4 of the 43 SIMBAD sources in this work are included, and the age are estimated as 5.7, 7.0, 13.4 and 37.8 Myr, which are younger than the ages of this work. The difference is understandable since both works using different distances. In Tetzlaff et al. (2011) , they adopted the distances from Hipparcos, with seven sets of evolutionary models, they derived the median ages from them (see details in Tetzlaff et al. (2011) ). For two sources with ages of 5.7 or 7.0 Myr in Tetzlaff et al. (2011) , there are large difference between the distances from Hipparcos and Gaia with the distances from Hipparcos being 26% and 16%, respectively, larger than those from Gaia. This can result in higher luminosity and younger ages in Tetzlaff et al. (2011) than this work. Furthermore, the age of each association in this work is estimated as a whole from CMD or the TOn, which should provide a better age estimation than just using individual stars.
Early in 1978, Herbig introduced post T Tauri stars (PTTS) in order to explain the lack of "older" pre-main sequence T Tauri stars with age older than 5 − 10 Myr in star forming regions (Herbig 1978) . As the distinct characteristics of T Tauri stars, e.g. strong H α emission, high surface lithium abundance, irregular variability, and color excess of infrared as well as X-ray emission (Walter 1986 ) are absented at stage of zero-age main sequence (ZAMS), he argued that the PTTS should show intermediate or moderate value of these characteristics. Jensen (2001) thought that PTTS are stars older than T Tauri but haven't reach zero-age main sequence (ZAMS), and discussed the properties of them in his work. He stated that to certificate the validity of PTTS, apart from age estimation, the validity of PTTS should be further confirmed by at least one or two characteristics of T Tauri stars.
As the age of the Tau-assocs are estimated to be 50 Myr, stars under the TOn (∼ 0.8M ⊙ ) should be post-T Tauri stars. To certificate the validity, spectra of the Tau-assocs observed by LAMOST is examined. In total 44 of them has been observed, their equivalent with of Hα line confirmed the transition from absorption to emission is roughly around the TOn. And the 18 stars with mass lower than the TOn mass do show obviously Hα emission feature. Compared their Hα equivalent width to that of previous known T Tauri stars with no circumstellar disk (Esplin et al. 2014) , it shows that the intensities are comparatively moderate to that of T Tauri stars (see figure 7) , manifesting their youth properties.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, with Gaia DR2 astrometric data, by searching over densities of nearby stars in the multiphase space, we find 2 new young stellar associations, u Tau assoc and e Tau assoc, that haven't been noticed before. The two associations are quite close to each other, but could be clearly separated. Members of u Tau assoc are tightly concentrated in both α, δ and µ α , µ δ space, while the members of e Tau assoc, although also concentrated in the proper motions space, is more extended in the α and δ space within nearly 200 square degrees. These two associations are of solar metallicity and young, with their best fitted isochrone ages are of about 50 Myr. From the fitting PMS model isochrones, the transition from Pre-main sequence to main sequence can be identified at ∼0.8 M ⊙ , and members lower than ∼0.8 M ⊙ are at the stage of post T Tauri.
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APPENDIX
A. RELIABILITY TEST OF ROCKSTAR
The purpose of ROCKSTAR we employed in this work is to refine the memberships and eliminated contaminations of the associations rather than discover associations, since we knew the two associations are clearly visible in the proper motion space. In considering that the ROCKSTAR code is not originally designed to handle associations, therefore, a test about the effectiveness of ROCKSTAR is necessary. Given that young associations will be questioned about the completeness and contamination, a man-made artificial testing association will be much better. Thus, we randomly created a testing group of 50 stars of the same general properties of Tau-assocs (u Tau assoc and e Tau assoc) and a larger region of field stars surround them, also with likely properties as those field stars around Tau-assocs. With same selecting criteria as searching for them and also run ROCKSTAR for 3 times. We repeat this procedure 10 times, and showed the result in the figure 8 .
The result show that in 10 times of testing, ROCKSTAR can find out ∼ 95% of the group members at a purity level of ∼ 90%, proved that the code is an effective way in refining memberships of Tau-assocs kind. By this We mean that the ROCKSTAR code is an effective way in searching for members of Tau-assocs-like, but not for all the associations. 
